Abstract Personality can play a large role in dispersal decisions, influencing how each individual estimates and values expected costs versus benefits of venturing out to explore the unknown. We contrast the impact of persistence on fitness using decision theory models to examine the relative success of prospecting movement (which is a widespread behavior used by animals to explore available breeding habitat before determining where to settle) in different landscapes among individuals with different personalities. While evaluating trends in the costs and benefits of movement we provide a quantifiable measure of the impacts of relative tenacity in prospecting behavior on fitness gains/losses. Our model results predict that, regardless of landscape composition, individuals with greater tenacity in prospecting strategy have reduced fitness gains relative to individuals who are more willing to both initiate novel strategies, but then also abandon the new strategy rapidly if initial search does not seem fruitful. We show that fitness gains from choosing an appropriate prospecting strategy (i.e. abandoning poor habitat or staying in rich habitat) can be very high, indicating a potentially large influence from personality on fitness. Importantly, the model predicts that relative fitness gains are highly dependent on the availability of high quality habitat in the landscape, even if the difference under varying fitness outcomes between poor and rich habitat was substantial One of the least understood but more common components of dispersal is prospecting behavior (Morales et al., 2010 , Ponchon et al., 2012 . Prospecting behavior has evolved within a variety of animal lineages and is seen as a common mechanism by which individuals can increase their annual and lifetime fitness through dispersal (Reed et al., 1999; Kesler et al., 2007; Parejo et al., 2007) . Prior to dispersing and settling in a new breeding site, organisms will often prospect for favorable conditions in neighboring areas (Matthysen, 2012) , with prospecting having been documented in a variety of animals (Reed et al., 1999 , Ward 2005 . Prospecting movements are exploratory in nature, allowing individuals to find, assess and settle within high quality habitat. It occurs at either the start or end of the breeding season, and involves individuals moving within their local landscape, assessing available information about the quality of the various habitats present (Ponchon et al., 2012) . If prospecting occurs at the beginning of the breeding season it is used to choose where to settle and breed in the current breeding season (Reed et al., 1999) . If prospecting occurs at the end of the breeding season it is used to choose where to breed in the following breeding season (Reed, 1999) . The ability of an individual to find, recognize, and settle within the highest quality habitat available provides fitness payoffs in the form of higher fecundity and survival, and thus has direct implications for population persistence (Morales et al., 2010) . The differences in the demographic rates between available habitats relative to each other and the energetic and opportunity costs associated with engaging in searches can be considered objective metrics. Conversely both how long one persists in one's current behavior, and individual's estimation of current habitat quality, seem highly susceptible to influence from individual personality. We rely on the definition of personality put forth by Biro and Stamps (2008) which states that animal personality includes behavioral tendencies that affect behavior in different contexts, vary across individuals within populations and are consistent within individuals through time. By using decision theory models (McNamara 1980) we explore how these subjective personality factors influence fitness gains associated with prospecting movements, and evaluate when (or if) different perso-
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For prospecting behavior to provide a consistent net payoff on average, three things must be true. First, there must be enough high quality habitat within a landscape for an individual to have a reasonable chance of finding it (Fahrig, 2007) . Second, the costs of searching for high quality habitat must be small due to there being some combination of (a) low energetic requirements of movement or (b) a lack of a fecundity penalty associated with delaying the onset of breeding while searching (Bonte et al., 2012) . Third, an individual must be able to gather reliable information on the quality of the various habitats they encounter while prospecting, and then be able to transfer this information behaviorally into a motivation to either move or stay put (Dall et al., 2005) .
There have been a variety of theoretical and field investigations into each of these three factors as they relate to dispersal patterns more broadly (Lidicker Jr and Stenseth, 1992; Caswell et al., 2003; Burgess et al., 2013) . These studies highlight the context-dependent nature of when dispersal should be favored, and provides relevant mechanistic details about each factor in isolation (Cote and Clobert, 2012; Matthysen, 2012) . In regards to prospecting there have been a variety of field experiments that document prospecting behavior (e.g., Calabuig et al., 2010; Mares, 2012) , and a number of studies that explore its mechanistic underpinnings as a way to gather public information as well as other ecoevolutionary dynamics (Danchin et al., 2004; Blanchet et al., 2010) . A simplifying assumption made in many of these studies is that all individuals of a population behave identically. While helping to reduce complexity, this assumption prohibits exploration of the ways in which individual personality can affect the dispersal process. Recent studies have shown that aggressiveness, boldness and sociality often differ between individuals of a species and these differences could have direct impacts on the dispersal process (Duckworth, 2008; Cote et al., 2010; Pruitt, 2014) . These studies provide the impetus to try and provide a more mechanistic understanding of how personality affects prospecting movements. Specifically, the impact of individual personality of different personality types on relative fitness within the same suite of external environmental factors, has gone unexplored.
Here we explore the influence of two personality traits, tenacity and selectivity, as they relate to prospecting movements. We propose the term 'tenacity' to reflect the willingness of an individual to continue to search. While it represents different terminology from that used previously, it relates to a growing body of empirical literature that has investigated what is often termed 'boldness' or 'exploratory tendency'. Increased boldness or exploratory tendency has been shown to be correlated with increased dispersal distance, with consistent results across multiple taxonomic groups ranging from fish to birds to mammals (Fraser et al., 2001; Dingemanse et al., 2003 , Krackow, 2003 , van Overveld and Matthysen, 2010 . We propose this new terminology since 'boldness' implicitly connotes response to threat, which we felt may not be appropriate in all cases of prospecting, and that 'exploratory tendency' could be construed to mean only the likelihood of prospecting initially, rather than the general trait of continuing to prospect until finding suitable habitat. Selectivity as it relates to dispersal has been studied for some time, but its influence on dispersal patterns is less clear. There are a variety of factors that can influence this motivation (Travis et al., 1999; Christe et al., 2001 ). Some studies demonstrate increased dispersal distances with increased selectivity, but this has been shown to be dependent upon how costs of movement accrue, as well as life history differences (Nilsson, 1989; Göth and Vogel, 2003, e.g. precocial vs. altricial, see Baker and Rao, 2004; Pruitt et al., 2011) . Mathematical and simulation models have a long history of producing insight into understanding the evolution of dispersal, and how to devise conservation actions while explicitly considering dispersal dynamics (Lookingbill et al., 2010; Kisdi et al., 2012) . We use a population-level, spatially implicit simulation model to evaluate the impact on the costs and benefits of prospecting over a variety of landscape compositions from two major facets of personality: tenacity in prospecting strategy and selectivity about habitat quality. We also explore the resultant effects on the net fitness gains (or losses) to generate some testable hypotheses concerning under what environmental conditions prospecting will be advantageous. Based upon previous literature, we would expect that a spatially homogenous environment would provide very little benefit to prospecting (Clobert et al., 2004) . A more spatially heterogenous environment might provide more benefits, given that individuals are willing to initiate searches and also are selective as where they settle (Schlaepfer et al., 2002; Krackow 2003) . Our model is one of the first, if not the first to our knowledge, to incorporate different personality types into a model of prospecting and thus highlights the often context dependent nature of prospecting.
Materials and Methods

Model overview
Our model is based on decision theory (DT) principles, which at their core have a mathematical formulation of the costs and benefits of a suite of possible actions (McNamara, 1980) . We quantitatively compare the net fitness payoffs of prospecting behavior and the associated impact of different personality types (i.e. tenacity and selectivity) without assuming that behavior necessarily optimizes individual fitness.
Model variables: Actions, habitat and cost/ benefits
Within our model there are two actions that individuals can engage in. Individuals can either settle in the breeding habitat first encountered and never use prospecting to assess other habitat types ('Not Prospecting', action 1), or they can engage in prospecting behaviors that allow them to move across a landscape seeking other habitat states ('Prospecting', action2). The habitat options available to all individuals are often referred to as a 'state of nature' in DT parlance (McNamara, 1980) . We define the first state of nature, θ 1, as the proportion of habitat available that could be objectively considered high quality breeding habitat. The remaining states of nature, θ 2 and θ 3 , are defined as the proportion of the landscape that consists of mid-quality breeding habitat and low-quality breeding habitat, respectively (These proportions are designated as external reality, rather than reflecting the estimation of the quality from the perspective of the individual; influence of individual personality on habitat estimation is captured solely in whether or not the individual is highly selective in their habitat preferences).
Process overview
Our model describes early-season prospecting behavior only (as opposed to late-season; Reed, 1999) . Thus, the fitness consequences of an individual's prospecting decisions are realized within that year's breeding season and not in the following season. This decision simplified the conceptualization of fitness components (survival in particular); but we note that our model structure can be modified to represent late-season prospecting behaviors as well.
Based on first principles and from a variety of existing research (Jauker et al., 2009) , we know that net fitness payoffs will vary according to the availability of habitats of different qualities across the landscape (i.e. landscape composition). Thus, we generated a set of landscape compositions that ranged in a standardized way from being dominated by low, to medium, to high quality habitat. The proportion of high quality and mid-quality habitat available (θ 1 and θ 2 ) took on the value of 21 evenly spaced numbers ranging from zero to one. The proportion of low-quality habitat (θ 3 ) was then created by simply subtracting the sum of each sequential pairing of θ 1 and θ 2 from one (i.e. θ 3 = 1-(θ 1 + θ 2 )). This effort produced a total of 231 different landscape compositions after we removed those combinations of θ 1 and θ 2 that were greater than one. We used this set of landscape compositions for all scenarios (Table 1 ) thereby allowing composition to change (and thus alter the trade-offs explored within different scenarios) but in a standardized manner. Individuals within the model that do not prospect select a settlement site at random based strictly upon the proportional amount of each habitat type available. We allowed a prospecting individual to visit all habitat types, a subset of the different habitat types, or continue to search without ever settling to simulate instances in which an individual searches for so long all available mates or breeding territories become unavailable.
The probability of any particular search strategy was independent of personality type and occurred as a result of a stochastic process. The probability of each strategy is determined based upon its cumulative probability resulting from the product of 3 variables: 1) the proportion of a given habitat type within the landscape (θ), 2) the probability of initiating a search (γ), and 3) the probability of the individual staying in a given habitat type once it has arrived there (p s , where p s =1-γ.) Each time that an individual leaves a particular habitat type it is assumed that the search phase always lasts three days (as an arbitrary interval that allows uniform comparison), and we factor duration of search (d) into the relevant subjective cost function (see Inputs below). As stated previously we do not presume that organisms will behave to maximize or optimize fitness and thus does not necessitate the need for specifying optimal stopping strategies. For more information concerning optimal search rules and optimal stopping rules within the context of prospecting there a few studies that have already attempted to address this (Baker, 1978; Johnson, 1989; Boulinier and Danchin, 1997) .
A fundamental mechanistic determinant of expected fitness payoffs associated with prospecting is the range of survival and fecundity rates (with the product being represented as λ) experienced by individuals in each of available habitat types (see equation 1). These demographic parameters provide us with an objective estimation of how to measure the costs and benefits of prospecting under variable environmental conditions. Moving from one habitat type to another is expected to result in either a benefit (i.e. moving to higher quality habitat) or a cost (i.e. moving to a lower quality habitat). By moving to a habitat of lower quality relative to the initial location, an individual can be expected to lower their survival and fecundity. The losses that result from moving into lower quality habitat can be thought of as opportunity costs. The cost of movement is the energetic costs associated with engaging in search behaviors.
Within the model, individual tenacity is expressed in one of three ways: 1) An individual's personality can be considered 'moderate': willing to begin prospecting should it seem appropriate, but also willing to abandon prospecting should the first few days of effort fail to yield a more promising option, 2) an individual is less tenacious, i.e. willing to engage in short duration movements but hesitant to prospect for longer durations (hereafter referred to as a 'fickle' personality), and 3) an individual is very 'tenacious': there is a large individual preference for continuing in whichever is the current strategy. For individuals with this personality, initiating even short duration searches is very unlikely, but once initiated, it is also unlikely that they would abandon prospecting until an acceptable quality habitat is found.
To characterize an individual's selectivity about habitat type we assigned probabilities of engaging in search behaviors (γ) that were specific to each habitat type. A high value of γ indicates that an individual is more willing to leave a habitat type and vice versa (Table 1). To explore how varying the selectivity of the individual influenced net fitness payoffs, we simultaneously increased/decreased the selectivity in low and quality habitat respectively (see Inputs). This effort created three levels for how selective an individual was in discriminating between habitat of various qualities. The values contained within in Table 1 were not informed by empirical data because this data is rarely, if ever, available but rather were simulated to investigate the shape of particular model inputs as opposed to being concerned with particular numerical results.
The changes implemented to the demographic parameters, different levels of tenacity, and selectivity as outlined above form our 'mechanistic rule' set.
Inputs
The two basic inputs to the DT framework (actions and states of nature) are organized into a payoff matrix ( Fig. 1 ). For each unique action by state of nature combination there is a resultant fitness payoff value, P x,n (e.g., P pros,2 is the payoff associated with prospecting and the state of nature represented by θ 2 ), calculated as;
, where f i and s i are the fecundity and survival of an individual in its initial location, f t and s t are the fecundity/survival of an individual in its location of settlement (terminal location), Κ(d) represents the cost of movement as a function of search duration. The estimates of fecundity used within the model were 1.7, 2.27 and 2.8 in low, medium and high quality habitat respectively. The estimates of survival were 0.3, 0.44, 0.54 in low, medium and high quality habitat respectively. These values were not chosen to represent a particular species, but rather represented values that represent a maximum, minimum and intermediate value of survival and fecundity.
We set λ for each habitat type initially at 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 for low, mid and high quality habitat respectively. We then created two alternative demographic scenarios by increasing and then decreasing in tandem the survival and fecundity of mid-quality habitat by 15%. These changes had the effect of creating three levels of demographic payoff associated with moving from lower to higher quality habitat types (Table 1) .
For purposes of our exploration into the impact of personality, we assume that the energetic cost is linear in time, but that individual personality as it relates to tenacity manifests by estimation of that cost and we therefore explored three functional forms: linear, exponential, and logarithmic functions of search duration (Table 1) . The 'moderate' personality type is represented by linearly increasing costs with increased time search- While the exact values and quantitative predictions made by our models are dependent on the choices of these values, they were chosen to provide insight into general outcomes and interpretations gained by comparison of the qualitative representation of the curves as we attempted to capture broad personality types. We also assume that mortality is uniform across personality types and therefore do not include a direct mortality penalty term within the model. To represent differences in selectivity the motivation to move (γ) was simultaneously increased/decreased by 10% in low and high quality respectively (Table 1) .
Derived parameters: Net payoff ratios and cumulative absolute difference
Our model is built to explore only the relative impact of personality type and its impact on prospecting success. To determine whether or not prospecting under each personality type results in a net fitness gain or loss given a particular landscape composition, we took the sum over all states of nature for each action such that
is the net payoff associated with either not engaging in prospecting behavior (NP Not ), or engaging in prospecting behavior (NP Pros ). The value of n is the proportion of the landscape composed of each habitat type, and P x,n is the prospecting cost/benefit of each action (Prospect or Not Prospect) as calculated in Eq. 1. Because 'not prospecting' does not include any searching, P x,n for that case does not any include opportunity or energetic costs. Our focal metric for relative fitness payoffs among the personality types (i.e tenacity and selectivity), and within different objective environmental scenarios, becomes the NP Pros /NP Not , hereafter referred to as the NP ratio (NP r) . The NP ratio provides a way in which to assess variability within in each mechanistic rule and its effect on fitness. When this fraction is above 1, prospecting movements resulted in a higher net fitness payoff than not prospecting. When this fraction is below 1, not engaging in prospecting behavior provided a better net fitness payoff. The exact value of this fraction provides a continuous measure of how much more (or less) prospecting pays in terms of net fitness benefits. In this way, we can consider this the measure of when the environment will selectively favor which personality type, and by how much. We set three levels of each mechanistic rule, and by changing these rules independently we derived 7 unique scenarios (Table 1) . We have only 7 scenarios because we examined changes in each mechanistic rule independently and without interactions. When changing the demographic rule we held tenacity constant at Level 2 (i.e. 'moderate' rule) and selectivity constant at Level 1. When changing the tenacity rule we held the demographics constant at Level 1 and again we held selectivity constant at Level 1. Finally, when changing the selectivity rule we held demographics constant at Level 1 and we held tenacity constant at Level 2 (i.e. 'moderate' rule). We then calculated NP r across all landscape compositions (see below) for each scenario.
To be able to compare the results across the different mechanistic rules and determine which one, when changed, had the greatest effect on the expected fitness costs/benefits associated with moving, we calculated the cumulative absolute difference (CAD) in fitness between each scenario (Eq.3); Eq. 3:
where m denotes the mechanistic rule under scrutiny, and L1 and L2 are place holders for the different levels associated with that mechanistic rule. For example, equation 3 formulated to estimate the cumulative absolute differences in fitness associated with the three more or less tenacious personality types assigned to cost of moving is:
CAD cost = |(NP log -NP exp )| + |(NP log -NP lin )| + |(NP lin -NP exp )| where log represents a logarithmic cost function, exp an exponential function and lin a linear function. Because CAD is a scalar quantity with an associated magnitude, but lacking any directionality we also recorded the direction of change for each component (e.g. |(NP log -NP exp )). Because CAD was evaluated over a large number of landscape compositions, it would be impractical to report all the component differences that comprise all CAD values for each scenario. Thus we report the component differences in CAD as we add more low quality to the landscape over a reduced set of values.
Model initialization
For each combination of high, mid and low quality habitat (i.e. landscape composition) we conducted 100 model runs (100 realizations was determined to be computationally sufficient since there was no change in either outcome or variance of results from additional runs after this point). Each run consisted of the aforementioned steps where we allow for the stochastic selection of a prospecting scenario to simulate the action of prospecting, combine the habitat specific estimates of survival and fecundity for each action per Eq. 1, and its associated outcomes for each model run for each mechanistic rule change. NP ratios are calculated and the cumulative CAD value to determine how the perceived costs and benefits of prospecting change when we change the mechanistic rules to reflect both changes in objective environment and subjective elements of individual personality from tenacity and selectivity. All simulations and subsequent analysis were performed in program R v.3.1.0.
Results
Overall NP ratios (NP r ) and thus CAD values varied considerably across landscape compositions and as both the environmental and personality rules changed (Fig. 2) .
Changes in NP r across various landscape configurations
A primary pattern in NP r is that prospecting generally resulted in a perceived net fitness payoff for the less tenacious (or 'fickle') personality types if at least 40% of the landscape was composed of some combination of mid-and high quality habitats. However, prospecting never provided a perceived net positive payoff for very tenacious individuals (Fig. 4) . In addition, when habitat selectivity was high, prospecting provided a perceived net fitness payoff with a lower combination of high and mid-quality habitat (~35%). Finally, in cases where individuals had moderate (i.e. linear) perceptions of the costs of movement, prospecting did not provide a perceived net fitness payoff until there was a relatively high amount of either mid-or high quality habitat (~60% total).
Changes in CAD values in response to varying landscape configuration and mechanistic rules
To visualize how the cumulative absolute difference changes across all landscape configurations we constructed a series of 3-D surface plots. The cumulative absolute difference in NP r (CAD) associated with our demographic rule changes were consistently small across all landscape configurations, thus creating a flat, low elevation 3-D surface (Fig. 4A) . This result indicates that changing the demographic payoffs associated with midquality habitat (either lowering or raising it) had very little influence on how often prospecting will pay off in The solid blue line ( ) represents the difference in NP ratios between the base demographic rule and when the value of marginal habitat was increased 15%. The dashed blue line ( ) represents the difference in NP ratios between the base demographic rule and when the value of marginal habitat was decreased 15%. The dotted blue line ( ) represents the difference in NP ratios between when the value of marginal habitat was increased 15%and when the value of marginal habitat was decreased 15%. The solid green line ( ) represents the difference in NP ratios between the 'fickle' tenacity type and the moderate personality type. The dashed green line ( ) represents the difference in NP ratios between the 'fickle' tenacity type and the 'very tenacious' personality type. The dotted green line ( ) represents the difference in NP ratios between the 'moderate' tenacity type and the 'very tenacious' personality type. The solid red line ( ) represents the difference in NP ratios between the base selectivity rule and when motivation to move (i.e. selectivity) was increased/decreased by 10% in low and high quality habitat respectively. The dashed red line( ) represents the difference in NP ratios between the base selectivity rule and when motivation to move (i.e. selectivity) was increased/ decreased by 20% in low and high quality habitat respectively. The dotted red line ( ) represents the difference in NP ratios when motivation to move (i.e. selectivity) was increased/decreased by 20% in low and high quality habitat respectively and was increased/decreased by 10% in low and high quality habitat respectively. higher net fitness, and that this result is unaffected by the prevalence of mid-quality habitat in the landscape. There was a somewhat flat 3-D surface plot depicting the effect on CAD from the different personality types as it relates to tenacity (Fig. 4B ). There was a slight increase in CAD as high quality and/or mid-quality habitat increased in prevalence, reaching a maximum value of 1.44 when the landscape is 95% high quality habitat. In marked contrast to the results for changing de- Fig. 3 Line graph depicting how the NP ratio changes as more low quality habitat is added to the landscape Each line represents the mean NP ratio at each landscape composition and the shaded region around the line is the 95% CI of the mean estimate calculated across all simulations at each landscape composition. The solid blue line ( ) represents the simulations estimates obtained from the base demographic rule (λ = 1.5, 1.0 and 0.5 in high, mid and low quality habitat respectively). The dashed blue line ( ) represents the simulation estimates obtained when the fitness value of marginal quality increased by 15 percent. The dotted blue line ( ) represents the simulation estimates obtained when the fitness value of marginal quality increased by 15 percent. The solid green line ( ) represents the simulation estimates obtained from the 'fickle' personality type of the tenacity rule. The dashed green line ( ) represents the simulation estimates from the 'moderate' personality type of the tenacity rule. The dotted green line ( ) represents the simulation estimates from the 'very tenacious' personality type of the tenacity rule. The solid red line ( ) represents the simulation estimates obtained from the base level of the selectivity rule (γ = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 in high, mid and low quality habitat respectively). The dashed red line ( ) represents the simulation estimates obtained when the motivation to move (i.e.) was increased/decreased by 10 percent in low and high quality habitat respectively. The dotted red line ( ) represents the simulation estimates obtained when the selectivity was increased/decreased by 10 percent in low and high quality habitat respectively. When the NP ratio is above 1 it indicates that prospecting results in greater fitness rewards than not prospecting and when it is below 1 not prospecting results in greater fitness rewards than prospecting. mographic rules, however, CAD values associated with personality type were consistently high, hovering around 1 across all landscape compositions (i.e. creating a flat, high elevation 3-D surface, Fig. 4B ). This indicates that perceived fitness levels are somewhat insensitive to changes in landscape composition, but that fitness differences across personality types (more or less tenacious) are nearly always high.
When looking at the surface plot showing how CAD responds to altering habitat selectivity, we see that CAD is zero when there was only low quality habitat in the landscape; but that there was an upswing in CAD as small amounts of mid-quality habitat were added (Fig.  4C) . As we approached greater availability of mid-quality habitat CAD values fell again, terminating in a value of zero when there was only mid-quality habitat in the landscape. Once high quality habitat reaches an availability of ~20% we began to see a gradual increases in the CAD values, approaching a maximum value of 1.14 when the landscape was composed of 90% high quality habitat. These results suggest that there is a strong interactive influence of landscape composition and individual habitat selectivity on the net payoffs expected when engaging in prospecting behavior.
Component differences in CAD values
The CAD values taken by themselves provide a magnitude of change, but do not indicate the directionality of change. Thus we examined the component differences when the CAD value attained its maximum and minimum value across all landscape compositions for each mechanistic rule change (Fig. 2) . There was a large difference between very tenacious individuals as compared to either moderate or fickle individuals. When the CAD value reached its maximum value of 1.44 in Fig. 4B , the largest component of this value was comprised of the difference between the fickle and tenacious individuals (0.72). This difference indicates that, when high quality habitat is abundant, there is a relatively greater perceived payoff to prospecting for fickle individuals relative to tenacious individuals. The difference value of -0.54 between the tenacious and moderate individuals also implied a fairly large difference in terms of the fitness benefits of prospecting (much as with the fickle individuals) with greater benefits associated with prospecting when movement costs are closest to the moderate linear functions. The smaller difference in perceived payoff between the fickle and moderate personality types (0.18) suggested that having either personality has similar effects on the fitness benefits of engaging in prospecting. When the CAD value is at its minimum we see similar patterns, but smaller magnitudes of change for each personality type. This result suggests that, even though the relative rewards of prospecting are not particularly high for fickle or moderate individuals, a tenacious individual can still be expected to do much worse in terms of perceived fitness outcomes.
The component differences between the three levels Along the x-and y-axes is the proportion of the landscape composed of high quality habitat and mid-quality habitat, respectively. Along the z-axis (i.e. vertical axis) we show the cumulative absolute difference in the NP ratio (CAD) between each of the different levels for a given mechanistic rule (see text, Table 1 ). The NP ratio defines by how much prospecting results in a higher net fitness payoff as compared to the net fitness payoffs associated with not engaging in prospecting. Panels show CAD when we alter (A) the demographic parameters associated with midquality habitat, (B) the tenacity of individuals via the cost of movement, and (C) the selectivity exhibited in high and poor quality habitat. When CAD is high, an alteration in a mechanistic rule associated with prospecting results in a relatively large change in the net fitness payoff associated with engaging in this behavior.
for selectivity showed more interesting patterns. There was a change of -0.25 when we simultaneously increased and decreased the probability of dispersal by 0.1 in low and high quality habitats respectively from the initial values of probability of dispersal (i.e. Level 1 for the selectivity rule). This result indicated that prospecting has a higher relative fitness payoff when individuals could recognize the quality of the habitat in which they currently resided, and act more strongly to either remain or move on. When we doubled the changes in probability of initiating a search to 0.2, thereby making individuals in high quality habitat even more likely to stay but those in low quality habitat more likely to move, we saw the relative benefit to prospecting more than double. This result indicates a non-linear dynamic whereby fitness gains associated with prospecting are the result of an interplay between landscape composition and individual selectivity in habitat evaluation. Much like when we changed the demographic rule, the differences between the various levels of selectivity were zero when the CAD value is at its minimum.
Discussion
We used a simple model scaffold to explore the complex interplay of one objective and two subjective, personality-based, mechanistic rules that underpin the fitness rewards associated with early-season prospecting behavior. Concomitantly, we also evaluated how the influence of these rules varies across a more or less heterogenous landscape. Our model suggests that when individuals have tenacious personality types, there is a marked drop in the expected fitness benefits of prospecting relative to the reality of the situation. This result means that individuals may fail to prospect in cases when their actual fitness benefits would be increased by prospecting behavior. There was, however, little difference between the perceived payoffs for fickle personality types versus moderate personality types, meaning that while tenacity may lead to missed opportunities, there is little to no realized fitness penalty for those individuals that are willing to initiate a search, but quickly abandon it if the search does not prove fruitful (i.e. fickleness). This result holds regardless of the range of habitats available in the landscape. The model also predicts that an individual with strong selectivity about habitat, causing them to be more likely to leave low quality habitat and remain in good habitat, will experience a non-linear rise in fitness payoffs as the amount of high quality habitat in the landscape comes to dominate. This result implies that if an individual can easily find high quality habitat (because it is common), recognize the quality of this habitat and thus move no further, prospecting will pay comparatively large fitness dividends. Finally, as long as there was at least some elevation in survival and fecundity from low to higher quality habitat, prospecting paid a net fitness dividend. This result pertains despite the fact that we altered the differentials in demographic payoffs associated with the various quality habitats that ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 (as measured by λ from low to high quality).
Predicting personality in relation to prospecting behavior across animal groups
While in our modeled scenarios we assumed that the 'moderate' scenario was that captured by the linear cost function, this is, of course, not necessarily the case. Our results apply equally well to scenarios in which exponential or logarithmic functions are the 'reality', but then our interpretation of personality must be relative to that accepted reality. For example, if the exponential curve is the 'real cost function', then our results indicate that relatively more tenacious individuals (i.e. linear personality types) may actually not suffer any detriment in fitness payoffs, and it would not be until a personality type was so extreme as to perceive a 'real' exponential curve as a logarithmic outcome that fitness penalties would be incurred. This means we can make predictions about the variation in estimation of habitat quality and costs of movement for different species, depending on our external scientific estimates of the cost of movement function that best applies.
For example, within birds and mammals, Sutherland et al. (2000) show that smaller species tend to disperse shorter distances than larger species, in part because there is increased energy consumption per unit of weight in smaller species (Kleiber, 1947) . Because of this relationship, small species will consume energy at such a rate that maintaining enough energy to reproduce once settled becomes compromised rapidly. Therefore, a logarithmic cost function may be more appropriate for modeling deferred prospecting costs in smaller species while a linear or exponential cost function may be more appropriate for larger species that consume energy at a slower rate. If true, we would expect that larger species of birds and mammals should exhibit much greater variety of personality traits relevant to early-season prospecting behaviors as compared to their smaller counterparts.
Similarly, those species that have very short breeding seasons (e.g., high latitude species) have very little time to prospect over multiple breeding sites and still have sufficient time to successfully breed that year. In this instance prolonged early-season prospecting forays would result in increased opportunity costs, as opposed to increased energetic costs. These species may be more likely to experience a logarithmic cost structure, and thus be expected to exhibit very little variation across personality types relative to their longer breedingseason (e.g., lower latitude) counter-parts.
Further eco-evolutionary insights
From an evolutionary perspective, our model results suggest that there is a potentially strong selective advantage to individuals that collect accurate habitat quality information and use this information to guide their breeding decisions, a conclusion reinforced by past studies of the source-sink dynamics of metapopulations (McNeely and Singer, 2001; Doligez et al., 2003; Redmond et al., 2009; Major and Jones, 2011) . From a conservation perspective, the non-linear relationship between individual selectivity and landscape composition could have profound impacts on population persistence. For example, several species have evolved to use particular cues to locate high quality breeding habitat. When these cues become disassociated from the underlying demographic rates associated with a habitat, prospecting has the potential to create fitness sinks whereby populations decline faster than simple demographic rates or landscape quality would predict (Burkhalter and Lockwood, unpublished data).
The insensitivity of fitness rewards to alterations in the underlying differences in habitat qualities suggests that one or both of the following two statements must be true. First, the evolution of prospecting behavior is more constrained by mechanisms that govern the tenacity and selectivity of the individuals than it is the range of habitat qualities individuals encounter. All else being equal, we should therefore expect to find highly correlated matching between the two relevant personality traits affecting prospecting behaviors in a range of species, which together occupy a very wide array of natural landscape configurations, from highly heterogenous to nearly homogenous in habitat quality. Second, we did not capture within our model the full range of habitat quality differentials experienced in nature. It is possible that landscapes commonly provide a much more pronounced difference in expected demographic rates across habitats than we considered (and is of course speciesspecific), and that if these differences are included, we would have seen a much higher sensitivity in terms of fitness rewards. Either of these outcomes can be explored either empirically or via simulation thus providing further insight into the conditions under which prospecting behavior is likely to be observed. A previous model by Delgado et al. (2014) suggests that informed dispersal strategies, such as prospecting, perform better than uniformed strategies, but only when costs were not high (annual mortality 0.05 vs. 0.5). This study did not investigate individuals with different personality types though and looked at a more continuous surface of habitat quality differences.
Implications for personality types under habitat alteration from climate change
The results of our model demonstrate that there are scenarios in which personality traits can impact fitness more than differences in habitat quality. However, which traits are important may shift over time, meaning there should be selective maintenance of varied personality types to enable success under different ecological conditions. For example, previous research on the evolution of dispersal suggests that temporally stable landscapes decrease the importance of prospecting in individuals that can learn and remember the location of various habitat patches, and vice versa (Clobert et al., 2001 ). Temporally stable environments would be expected to decrease the benefits from prospecting, favoring a decrease in tenacity and an increase in selectivity so that animals don't continually explore, but if they do prospect, they still select the habitat that leads to the greatest fitness benefits. Conversely, under shifting landscape conditions (as with those that could be expected due to climate change), increased tenacity and decreased selectivity may be the more successful combination of personality traits due to the fact that animals would need to be willing to search for viable habitat (i.e. habitat that does not lead to declines in fitness), but not so discerning such that they only settle in the best habitat. In the case of climate change, the plasticity in behavior achieved by the influence of maintained diversity of personality traits within a population may be critical to the long-term success of the population. A natural next step from the work presented here would be to consider explicitly these types of time-dependent landscape scenarios.
Assumptions, limitations and future applications of model framework
Decision theory (DT) provides a concise and coherent framework with which to evaluate how various factors contribute to a complex ecological process, such as prospecting (Rousset and Gandon, 2002) . However, all models have their inherent limitations, tradeoffs and assumptions. We evaluated a subset of the factors we believe are important for the problem we addressed (McNamara, 1980) , and restricted ourselves to only the simplest cases (single factor influences; i.e. no interactive effects from more than one mechanistic rule being changed at once). This was done to ensure the clearest interpretation at this initial modeling investigation, but we anticipate that future models will want to explore these possibilities when applied to specific systems for which the shape of any interactive effects may be empirically determined.
Similarly, the model is spatially implicit, which imposes limitations to interpretation such as lack of any connection or distance between different types of habitat. However, the use of a spatially explicit landscape computationally limits the number of distinct habitat patches that could feasibly be modeled, in addition to introducing limits on the number of distinct habitat compositions that could be constructed. We opted to err on the side of greater flexibility in exploring a wide range of landscape compositions. Finally, much like nearly all other theoretical work on dispersal and movement, we do not have the empirical data to verify specifics of our results (Bowler and Benton, 2011) . Our model, like many others, is meant to provide the conceptual framework from which specific, testable hypotheses may be generated rather than to test those hypotheses directly. Finally, as an initial effort to understand the complex interplay between environment and personality, our model explores early-season prospecting by breeding adults only. However our model structure can easily be extended to include late-season prospecting, or prospecting by various age (stage) groups.
In conclusion, by using DT to explore the impact of personality on the fitness implications from prospecting behavior, we can begin to make very general, testable hypotheses about a range of personality traits under different conditions. These hypotheses will be important in both validating the insights from the theoretical models (using correlations in habitat/landscape types and observed prospecting behaviors), and in making predictions about the viability of populations over time as landscapes change. The models presented here have provided a general framework that can be easily tailored to reflect the specifics of a variety of systems and will enable cross-taxa exploration of hypotheses as they relate to personality and changing environmental conditions.
